Name: __________________________________________ Block: ______________ Date: _____________________

The Hate U Give (2018)
Essential Questions:
What are the responsibilities of teenagers and adults in society? How do
we know who is to blame for tragedy?
How does a society of conflict influence a person’s decision making?
While you watch the film:
1.) What talk did Starr get at nine years old?
2.) Why does Starr’s father say that “home is here”?
3.) According to Starr, what things take place at the neighbourhood
high school?
4.) What is the difference between black and white people using
slang?
5.) Describe the neighbourhood party that Starr attends with her cousin.
6.) What happens to Khalil when he gets stopped by the cop?
7.) Who is 115?
8.) Why did Russell name his daughter Starr?
9.) Why does Starr try to hide what happened to Khalid?
10.) Mom wants to move; why do you think they haven’t moved? Is
moving really the best choice?

11.) Why is it difficult for Starr to be at the funeral?

12.) What did Starr see when she was 10 years old?
13.) Was it the right decision to walk out of school? Why do you feel
this way?
14.) Assess the television interview. Do you think that the media can
really help in this type of situation?
15.) State why Haley unfollowed Starr on Tumblr?

16.) Chris tells Starr, “I don’t see colour”? How could this be problematic?

17.) What does Starr learn about her uncle Carlos in relation to “using
force” for White and blacks?

18.) Why does Seven get hurt?

19.) How do cops react to the protest?

20.) Summarize what happened to family store that belongs to the Carters.

21.) How does Starr defend her Little brother? Would you have reacted the same way?

22.) How does the movie end?

After watching the film:
23.) What do you think is the purpose of this film? What message is it trying to send?
24.) Do you think that there is a solution to the type of problems presented in the film? Explain.
25.) redict what you think happened in Starr’s life five years later after the film. Ten years later?

Answer Key

The Hate You Give (2018)
While you watch the film
1.) ¿What talk did Starr get at nine years old? The Bill of Rights.
2.) ¿Why does Starr’s father say that “home is here”? Because people like them
live there.
3.) According to Starr, what things happen at the neighbourhood high school?
Robbed, killed or pregnant.
4.) What is the difference between black and white people using slang? White is cool. Black is Hood.
5.) Describe the neighbourhood party that Starr attends with her cousin.: Alcohol, dancing, shots.
6.) What happens to Khalil when he gets stopped by the cop? He gets shot by a White cop.
7.) Who is 115? The cop’s badge number. The one who killed Khalil.
8.) Why did Russell name his daughter Starr? She has superpowers.
9.) Why does Starr try to hide what happened to Khalid? She does not want attention.
10.) Mom wants to move, why do you think they haven’t moved? Is moving really the best choice?
Answers will vary.
11.) Why is it difficult for Starr to be at the funeral? Has to battle 2 cultural expectations.
12.) What did Starr see when she was 10 years old? Her friend being killed.
13.) Was it the right decision to walk out of school? Why do you feel this way? Answers will vary.
14.) Assess the television interview. Do you think that the media can really help in this type of
situation? Give reasons for your answer. Answers will vary.
15.) State why Haley unfollowed Starr on Tumblr? Doesn’t know who she is anymore.

16.) Is it okay for people to say “I don’t see colour” like Starr’s boyfriend did? Explain why or why not.
Answers will vary.
17.) What does Starr learn about her uncle Carlos in relation to “using force” for White and blacks?
Different rules apply for blacks and whites.
18.) Why does Seven get hurt? Because Starr snitched.

19.) How do cops react to the protest? Throw gas bombs, use force and violence.

20.) Summarize what happened to family store that belongs to the Carters: King set the store on fire.

21.) How does Starr defend her Little brother? Would you have reacted the same way? She goes in
front of the gun to protect him. Answers will vary for the second part.

22.) How does the movie end? Answers will vary.
After watching the film:
23.) What do you think is the purpose of this film? What message is it trying to send? Ongoing struggle
for African Americans, police brutality, lack of understanding in different cultures, etc.
24.) Do you think that there is a solution to the type of problems presented in the film? Explain your
answer.
Answers will vary.
25.) Predict what you think happened in Starr’s life five years later and ten years later.
Answers will vary.
26.) Reflect on the value your life story holds for you. How important is it to you to share that story?
With whom? Can every person be trusted to hear your story?
Answers will vary.

